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Servicing Capabilities
Help Visions Become Reality

Servicing capabilities can facilitate robust, resilient,
on-orbit human architectures.

Human
Exploration
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Satellite servicing could provide capabilities for
national and commercial sectors to accomplish
complementary goals.

Satellite Servicing

Remote Survey • Refueling • Repair • Relocation •
Refilling • Replacement (Component)

Anomaly Recovery
Instrument Upgrade

Life Extension

Mission Resilience
Flexible Architecture

Gap Mitigation
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Examples of In Space Servicing

Robotic satellite servicing in the future could take six
different forms:

– Remote survey

• Provide the ability to fly around a satellite to survey, visually inspect and
evaluate a damaged satellite.

– Refueling

• Offers the capability to extend the life of space assets.

– Relocation

• Provides the ability to move space assets to new locations including boosting
satellites to the correct orbit after an initial failure or serving as a space tug to
maneuver a satellite to another location

– Repair

• Includes fixing or restoring failed spacecraft components as well as deploying
stuck appendages

– Refilling

• Encompasses the replenishment of space assets such as future launch vehicles,
space suits, environmental habitat systems, scientific instruments

– Replacement

• Includes changing or supplementing of malfunctioning satellite components 4



The Robotic Refueling Mission

Primary Goal: Advance robotic servicing technology by
demonstrating the use of innovative robotic tools and techniques to
remotely manipulate standard satellite interfaces that were not
designed to be manipulated robotically
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RRM is a multi-phased International Space Station (ISS) investigation.



ISS as Technology Test Bed
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RRM represents the first time the space station's
Dextre robot was used for technology research and
development, moving it beyond robotic maintenance
of the orbiting superstructure.

RRM is a joint effort between NASA and the
Canadian Space Agency (CSA) utilizing: Space Station
Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) or Canadarm2 and
Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator (SPDM) or Dextre.



Robotic Refueling Mission

RRM was
developed to
give NASA the
confidence to
robotically
refuel, repair and
maintain
satellites in both
near and distant
orbits.
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RRM Temporarily installed on Dextre's EOTP



RRM Tasks
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RRM Phase 1

– Tasks required to refuel storable propellants in legacy
spacecraft

1. Take apart components (cut wire, manipulate thermal blankets and
fasteners, remove caps)

2. Connect refueling hardware and transfer fluid

3. Reseal fuel port

– Initial tasks required to replenish cryogens in existing
satellites not designed for servicing

1. Take apart components

RRM Phase 2

– Intermediate tasks required to replenish
cryogens in legacy satellites

2. Connect replenishment hardware
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RRM Hardware Description
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Coolant Valve Panel
(CVP)

EVR Nozzle Tool (ENT)
Interfaces:

• FTS Plumbed Valves (2x)
• “Dummy” Valve
• ENT Quick Disconnect Tips
(2x)

Tool Stowage
Bench:

Supports the four tool
complement

Spare Task Board
Stowage Location

Task Board 2

Flexible Hose
Management System

Launch Lock

Tool Stowage
System Launch
Lock & Override

Cap Receptacles
(Tertiary [x3] &

Safety)

Task Board 1

Multi-Function Tool
(MFT) Tool Adapter

Receptacles (4x)

Circular Demo
Electrical Connector

ExPA
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• RRM launched to the space station with four
specialized and unique tools:

– Wire Cutter Tool (WCT)

– Multifunction Tool (MFT)

– Safety Cap Removal Tool (SCT)

– EVR Nozzle Tool (ENT)

• Tools are stored in storage bays in RRM until
retrieved by the ISS Dextre Robot. Each tool
has integrated cameras for ground operator
vision and include specialized features
tailored to complete each unique task.

MFT SCT WCT ENT

RRM Robotic Tools



RRM - Phase 1 Accomplishments

March & June 2012: cut safety
wires and removed caps
and t-valves

January 2013: completion of
first-of-its-kind demonstration
of on-orbit robotic satellite
refueling

May 2013: completed MLI
manipulation procedure,
removed screws and small caps
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RRM On-Orbit Operations Video



RRM Configuration
Phase 1 (On-Orbit) ⇨ Phase 2

RRM Phase 1
Configuration

RRM Phase 2
Configuration

Task Board
3 (TB3)

Task Board
4 (TB4)

VIPIR ToolTask Board
2 (TB2)

SCT Tool
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RRM was designed to be modular to allow for augmentation with new task
boards to expand the technology knowledge base.



RRM - Phase 2 Hardware

Visual Inspection Poseable
Invertebrate Robot Tool (VIPIR)
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RRM On-Orbit Transfer Cage(ROTC)
(shown with TB3 mounted)

New
Task

Boards

Task Board 3 scheduled to launch with
ROTC on HTV4 in August 2013

Task Board 4



RRM Phase 2 Adapters

The MFT provides an interface with several adapters and the pressure valves

Multi-Function Tool
(currently on-orbit)

Vent Plug
Adapter (VPA)

Electrical Plug
Adapter (EPA)

Wire Harness
Adapter (WHA)

MFT Valve Interface
(MVI) x 3

Coolant Line
Adapter (CLA)
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Conclusion/Path Forward

• Primary goal of the multi-phased Robotic Refueling Mission
is to advance robotic servicing technology by demonstrating
the use of innovative robotic tools and techniques to
remotely manipulate standard satellite interfaces that were
not designed to be manipulated robotically.

• RRM operations have been extremely successful to date.

• The next set of tasks will be even more challenging, SSCO
will continue to push the limits of robotic technology to
demonstrate the wide array of possibilities for future in
space activities.

• ISS continues to be an irreplaceable test bed for on-orbit
technology research and development.
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Online http://ssco.gsfc.nasa.gov

Twitter www.twitter.com/NASA_SatServ

Facebook www.facebook.com/NASA.Satellite.Servicing

Satellite Servicing Capabilities Office
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Md.
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